Data & Analytics
on AWS
Capture every
analytical insight

Data & Analytics
Services

In today’s burgeoning tech landscape, businesses can
collect more data than ever before about their customers &

Artificial Intelligence &
Machine Learning

services. However, synthesizing massive amounts of data

Build AI / ML models that can process massive amounts

from various sources is challenging without the right

of data to predict outcomes, drive decision-making, and

infrastructure & capabilities.

evaluate company performance. Add intelligence to
existing applications that improve productivity over time.

ClearScale helps companies optimize their applications and
architecture for data & analytics use cases. We have deep
expertise in high-volume, high-variety, & high-velocity data

Data Pipelines
Establish serverless, predictable data pipelines with fully

lake cloud projects executed on AWS. Improve customer

fledged orchestration to enable any type of ETL

engagement, develop better applications, and more, by

requirements for your business. Ingest and process data

partnering with ClearScale’s experts.

in real time, in bulk, or in batches depending on your
unique applications.

Internet of Things (IoT)
Transform raw data from IoT devices into valuable
insights that you can use to create new applications and
offerings for your customers. Harness the potential of
smart devices to monetize next-gen services and
products.

Data Lakes & Warehouses

Contact a ClearScale Data & Analytics
Expert Today

Build and manage AWS-powered data lakes that can
store all of your raw intelligence from remote assets or
on-premises servers. From these repositories execute
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analyses, query IoT data, and feed machine learning
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programs to create long-term value.

Founded in 2011, ClearScale provides cloud-native consulting solutions designed exclusively

About ClearScale

for Amazon Web Services (AWS). Our expert team has helped hundreds of clients optimize their
businesses to leverage data and analytics on AWS through 850+ projects.

